BEYOND AIRCRAFT TRANSACTIONS - 10 YEARS
OF MENTE GROUP SUCCESS
News / Business aviation

10 years of success, of growth, of happy clients, of further development, national and
international...Mente Group is celebrating its10th anniversary this month! Since its
founding in Dallas by President and CEO Brian Proctor in 2009, the company has
successfully handled more than $3.5 billion in aircraft transactions, saving customers more
than $200 million.
"We have attracted the very best aircraft transaction experts and recruited excellent
professionals to lead our consulting practices in asset advisory services, aircraft
completion management, strategic, operational and technical consulting, and talent
management, in addition to executing precise aircraft deals," Proctor said. "Over these past
10 years, we have been privileged to serve a strong field of clients who have been able to
take advantage of excellent counsel in managing their aviation assets and activities."
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During the first 10 years of the company's existence it has expanded its offices beyond
Dallas to include industry experts in Boston, Chicago, Denver, New York, Portland, San
Francisco, Scottsdale, and Europe. In addition, it has doubled its Dallas headquarters office
space with a recent move to North Dallas' HALL Park in Frisco, Texas.
The company's professionals have performed 150 flight operation audits, handled more than $10.5
billion in aircraft transactions, compiled more than 60 years of aviation experience, and executed
more than 500 business jet deliveries. Mente has developed proprietary algorithms and advanced
modeling capabilities involving millions of complex data points along with the aviation management
expertise to provide superior customer solutions.
The company offers completion management services to include interior outfitting oversight and
new business aircraft delivery. Mente serves large corporations, growth companies and private
individuals worldwide.
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